Mathematics, PhD

Demand for mathematicians is projected to grow 21 percent during the next 10 years. Whether you are interested in becoming a college professor, working in industry or government, or collaborating with top businesses around the globe, the mathematics PhD from ASU offers a solid foundation to pursue your mathematics career.

Program Description

Degree Awarded: PHD Mathematics

The PhD program in mathematics is intended for students with superior mathematical ability. The program emphasizes a solid mathematical foundation and promotes creative scholarship in mathematics and its many related disciplines. The School of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences has very active research groups in analysis, number theory, geometry and discrete mathematics.

At a Glance

- **College/School:** The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
- **Location:** Tempe campus

Degree Requirements

84 credit hours, a written comprehensive exam, a prospectus and a dissertation

Students must pass two qualifying examinations, a written comprehensive examination and an oral dissertation prospectus, and they should see the school website for examination information.

Students must register for 12 credit hours of dissertation (MAT 799).

Students must write a dissertation and defend it orally in front of five dissertation committee members.
Admission Requirements

Applicants must fulfill the requirements of both the Graduate College and The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.

Applicants are eligible to apply to the program if they have earned a bachelor's or master's degree in mathematics, or a closely related area from a regionally accredited institution.

Applicants must have a minimum of a 3.00 cumulative GPA (scale is 4.00 = "A") in the last 60 hours of their first bachelor's degree program, or applicants must have a minimum of a 3.00 cumulative GPA (scale is 4.00 = "A") in an applicable master's degree program.

All applicants must submit:

1. graduate admission application and application fee
2. official transcripts
3. statement of education and career goals
4. resume
5. GRE (general) scores
6. three letters of recommendation
7. proof of English proficiency

Additional Application Information

An applicant whose native language is not English (regardless of current residency) must provide proof of English proficiency.

Additional eligibility requirements include competitiveness in an applicant pool as evidenced by coursework in linear algebra (equivalent to ASU course MAT 342 or MAT 343) and advanced calculus (equivalent to ASU course MAT 371), and it is desirable that applicants have scientific programming skills.

Contact Information

School of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences | WXLR A216
grad.math@asu.edu | 480-965-3951